
BOX CONTENTS:
16" Hexagon Board
Nails

3 colors of string
Nail guide

Printed vinyl designs
1oz. White Paint

*Tool kit included if you are a new subscriber - we are excited to have you!

February

1. Paint your hexagon board with your white paint.

2. Center your nail guide on your board. Once you've got it where you'd like it, pound in your nails where the dots  
 are. Once you've finished this step, you can rip the paper off the board.

3. Go around the outside of your nails two times to create a solid outline of your bunny. Once you've completed  
 that, start zig zagging your string across the shape until you've achieved your desired look. 

4. Tie off your string and trim the end. 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 with the other two bunnies.

6. Decide what vinyl pieces you'd like to use. Once you have it lined up, apply vinyl to the surface. Use your scraper  
 card to secure the vinyl to the tile & remove transfer tape.
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string
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Craft Club Box
Project Instructions

Hello, Creators! 
We've been so anxious to send this box out to you, as it's one that we think you will really love! We know that while we are still in the heart 

of winter, Spring is right around the corner. (Only 33 days from when we mailed this!!). So let's THINK SPRING! 
We also decided it would be fun to send a new project that we've never offered before... String Art!!! We love everything about this box. 
The unique surface for starters- it provides a different shape than the traditional round, rectangle or square sign. You could even consider 
using a staple gun to attach twine or ribbon from the back side to hang it. We've also sent you 4 different color threads to pick from for 
your 3 bunnies. Choose your favorite combination. The pom poms make adorable bunny tails should you decide to add those. Then the 

sheet of vinyl can be cut apart and applied however you desire. There's no right or wrong way. We would love to see the creative ways you 
put your String Art project together! 


